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4Rent
More configurations in just one kit

LIVE & STAGING

RENTAL

THEATRE



angles segments stands

fabric

heavy case

12345

soft bag

(angles, segments, fabric, stands)

(angles, segments, fabric)

244 x 137
305 x 172

366 x 206

427 x 240

488 x 275

244 x 153
305 x 191

366 x 229

427 x 267

488 x 305

Kit 5 in 1 Kit 5 in 1
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get 1 size get 1 size

get 2 sizes get 2 sizes

get 3 sizes get 3 sizes

get 4 sizes get 4 sizes

get 5 sizes get 5 sizes

244 x 183
305 x 229

366 x 275

427 x 320

488 x 366

Kit 5 in 1
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Choose your kit:



Fabric assembly

Fast  New frame with arrow borders. Easily installed thanks to 
the snap-on fabric positioned inside the dedicated groove, 
replacing the slow installation of the old eyelet frames.
Adjustable 3 fixing grooves allow coping with the stretching 
and shrinking of the fabric.
Clean No more spots or abrasions on the fabric. Now the 
placement of the fabric is made side up.
Strong the aluminum structure along with high-resistance 
junction guarantee long life to the screen, precision and reliabili-
ty. The frame corner at 92° ensures a perfect hold of the profile 
preventing it from naturally bending due to the gravity force.

92°
Arrow border : 3 grooves
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Frame  assembly



Made of stainless steel, they are suitable for steel chains or other supports for installations on truss 
structures or others

Eyebolts 

Allaow the installation of all the models present on the market.
Stands Adaptor

Designed for positioning the screen on the floor, they are made of matt, 
anti-reflex, high-resistance aluminium with black finish (3 cm section). The 
extension is obtained by rotating the upper profile which features some holes to 
anchor the screen at different levels. The floor anchoring is possible thanks to 
the horizontal segments which can be lowered separately and blocked by 
special reinforcement 45° joints.
The product comes with PVC locking screws with black butterfly knobs. Once it 
is closed, it is light and compact for easy transportation.

Stands
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Accessories:

Purchase options:
4 Rent Kit: heavy case + chosen size frame + chosen size fabric + stands + eyebolts
4 Rent soft bag: soft bag + chosen size frame + chosen size fabric + stands adaptor + eyebolts
4 Rent segments: segments kit to complete the possible configurations

Diamond Micro Perforated Ambra Dual Vision

Surface options:
Mp
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